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Abstract

Context. Multi-label classification concerns classification with multi-
dimensional output. The Classifier Chain breaks the multi-label problem
into multiple binary classification problems, chaining the classifiers to ex-
ploit dependencies between labels. Consequently, its performance is influ-
enced by the chain’s order. Approaches to finding advantageous chain orders
have been proposed, though they are typically costly.
Objectives. This study explored the use of filter model feature selection
techniques to order Classifier Chains. It examined how feature selection
techniques can be adapted to evaluate label dependence, how such informa-
tion can be used to select a chain order and how this affects the classifier’s
performance and execution time.
Methods. An experiment was performed to evaluate the proposed ap-
proach. The two proposed algorithms, Forward-Oriented Chain Selection
(FOCS) and Backward-Oriented Chain Selection (BOCS), were tested with
three different feature evaluators. 10-fold cross-validation was performed
on ten benchmark datasets. Performance was measured in accuracy, 0/1
subset accuracy and Hamming loss. Execution time was measured during
chain selection, classifier training and testing.
Results. Both proposed algorithms led to improved accuracy and 0/1
subset accuracy (Friedman & Hochberg, p < 0.05). FOCS also improved
the Hamming loss while BOCS did not. Measured effect sizes ranged from
0.20 to 1.85 percentage points. Execution time was increased by less than
3 % in most cases.
Conclusions. The results showed that the proposed approach can im-
prove the Classifier Chain’s performance at a low cost. The improvements
appear similar to comparable techniques in magnitude but at a lower cost.
It shows that feature selection techniques can be applied to chain ordering,
demonstrates the viability of the approach and establishes FOCS and BOCS
as alternatives worthy of further consideration.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

In the field of machine learning, multi-label classification concerns the construc-
tion of prediction models with multi-dimensional output. Each instance, consist-
ing of a feature vector, is associated with a set of labels [49]. This contrasts with
the more common cases of binary and multi-class classification where the output
is a one-dimensional scalar.

Many different techniques exist for dealing with multi-label classification. One
of them is the Classifier Chain. A Classifier Chain is constructed by dividing the
multi-label classification task into multiple binary classification tasks, one for
each label. The feature space of each binary classifier is extended with the labels
predicted by the classifiers prior to itself in the chain. This lets the classifiers
consider previous labels as features, thus allowing label dependencies to influence
both training and testing.

One aspect which influences the Classifier Chain’s classification performance
is the internal order of the chain’s nodes [33]. Some extensions to the Classifier
Chain algorithm have considered chain ordering, e.g. [27, 38]. Other techniques for
calculating and exploiting label dependence have also been proposed for related
algorithms, e.g. [19, 56, 58].

These techniques have been criticized for being “over engineered” and their
viability has been questioned with regard to the offered performance increase
in relation to the computational costs [42]. Meanwhile, computationally simpler
methods based on probability and information metrics have shown positive results
at a lower computational cost for related algorithms [42].

This study explores additional methods sharing some of the traits of the afore-
mentioned, computationally cheaper methods. Specifically, the study focuses on
adaptation of techniques used in filter model feature selection.

Drawing inspiration from feature selection is motivated by the typically good
scalability properties of such techniques, while the focus on filter model techniques
is chosen due to the similarity between them and the methods in [4, 28, 42].

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

1.1 Aim and Objectives
The aim of this study is to develop and evaluate extensions to the Classifier Chain
algorithm using concepts from filter model feature selection techniques. More
specifically, the extensions consider the usage of such techniques to determine the
order of the chain’s nodes in an attempt to improve the chain’s predictive power.

To accomplish this aim, the following intermediate objectives are formulated:

• Examine existing methods for Classifier Chain ordering, identification of
label dependencies and multi-label filter model feature selection techniques.

• Collect a set of benchmark datasets for multi-label classification.

• Select feature selection techniques suitable for adaption to the new task.

• Implement the adaptation technique.

• Run experiments to evaluate the performance of the ordered Classifier
Chains across the set of benchmark datasets.

• Perform statistical analysis on the results.

1.2 Research Questions
The study answers the following research questions:

RQ1 How can filter model feature selection techniques be adapted to evaluate
label dependence in multi-label data?

RQ2 How can label dependence evaluations be exploited when building a Clas-
sifier Chain?

RQ3 How is the Classifier Chain’s classification performance affected?

RQ4 How is the Classifier Chain’s computational cost affected?

The first research question investigates if and how concepts used for feature
selection can be used for evaluating label dependence in multi-label datasets. The
focus lies on adapting concepts from filter model feature selection techniques to
the problem of evaluating label dependence.

The purpose of the second question is to explore the incorporation of label
dependence information in the construction process of a Classifier Chain. It
considers how the evaluations can be utilized to determine an order for the chain.

Finally, the third and fourth questions examine the effects of applying these
techniques to Classifier Chains. The effects on both the predictive performance
and the computational cost is examined. These measurements will be used to
compare the chains built with prior knowledge of label dependencies to the orig-
inal, implicitly ordered Classifier Chain.



Chapter 2
Related Work

Since the introduction of the Classifier Chain algorithm, multiple extensions have
been proposed to further improve the classification performance, e.g. [6, 27, 38,
55]. The extensions primarily focus on two separate aspects of the Classifier
Chain: the induction procedure and the issue of label ordering. Of the two, only
the latter is of real interest to this study. A few related algorithms have also
been proposed based on the Classifier Chain’s base concept of connecting binary
classifier, albeit with different network structures, e.g. [21, 28, 42, 56].

One extension which has gotten attention in recent literature is the Proba-
bilistic Classifier Chain (PCC) [6] and its variations, such as the Beam Search
PCC [27] and the ε-approximation PCC [7]. These extensions focus on the induc-
tion procedure, replacing the greedy approach in the original algorithm to reduce
the chain order’s significance. As they do not pay particular attention to label
ordering, most of them will not be examined further in this study. Only the Beam
Search variant [27] will be included, as it simultaneously addresses label ordering
through additional changes.

Another common approach to counteract the label order issue is the use of
ensemble methods. The Ensemble of Classifier Chains [40, 41] was proposed to
avoid the issue by using multiple randomized Classifier Chains. This approach has
later been extended in various ways [29, 38]. Some ensemble methods have also
been proposed where different Classifier Chains are used for different instances [4,
46]. The ensembles are generally oriented towards reducing the impact of the label
order by using multiple chains. As such, they are not directly applicable to this
study and will not be further examined, either.

Of particular interest to this study are existing approaches to label ordering.
This includes some of the extensions to the Classifier Chain algorithm and its
relatives. For further discussion, we differentiate between those that retain the
fully connected chain structure and those that connect the labels using different
network structures.

3



Chapter 2. Related Work 4

2.1 Fully Connected Chain Structures
The methods proposed in this study focus on ordering fully connected Classifier
Chains. As such, methods retaining the fully connected Classifier Chain structure
are of primary interest.

One such method is the aforementioned Beam Search PCC [26, 27]. While
primarily oriented towards the induction procedure (building on PCC), the pro-
posed method also tackles the chain ordering problem through the use of Beam
Search. The space of possible chains is modeled as a tree and a scoring functions
is used to evaluate the quality of various chain configurations. Scoring functions
using both kernel target alignment and the validation error of a trained PCC
are tried, with the former showing better results both in terms of classification
performance and computational cost [26].

In [38], the chain order is instead determined using a Monte Carlo search
technique. A random initial chain is chosen, which is then mutated for a pre-
determined number of iterations. In each iteration, two nodes are swapped, the
chain’s quality is determined and the new chain is kept if its score exceeds the
previously best one. Each chain order’s score is determined by training and eval-
uating a new Classifier Chain model.

A somewhat similar approach is the use of a genetic algorithm in [20]. An
initial population of randomly ordered Classifier Chains is created. Afterwards,
a random selection is made and the selected chains are evaluated. The best are
chosen to produce the next generation through cross-over and random mutations.
After a pre-determined number of generations, the single best chain is chosen.

Finally, a completely different approach is presented in [54, 55]. There, k-
means clustering is employed to divide the data into two groups. Each label is
given a score based on how well the clusters represent the existence/absence of
the label. A Classifier Chain is then built with the labels ordered by their scores,
in descending order.

A need for a larger number of iterations is noted for the Monte Carlo approach
to be effective on data sets with many labels [38]. The increased number of itera-
tions is computationally problematic as each iteration also increases in complexity
with the number of labels. This is a side-effect of training and evaluating a Clas-
sifier Chain in each iteration, as the cost of both training and prediction increases
with the number of labels (as evident from algorithms 1 and 2). While not explic-
itly discussed in [20], the same problem possibly affects the evolutionary approach.
The evolution process entails training and evaluation of a large number of can-
didate chains (the number of generations times the population size) [20]. This
appears to have limited the values of both factors for evaluations on medium
and large datasets in the study. A similar drawback regarding computational
cost is also noted for Beam Search PCC when involving classifiers in the scoring
function [26, 27].

The obvious difference between the k-means approach and the others is the
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use of clustering rather than search techniques. Another notable aspect is that it
orders the labels with a different objective in mind. Rather than considering the
actual/estimated effects of various orders, it attempts to gauge the predictability
of labels prior to chaining. The chain is then constructed such that the most pre-
dictable labels (according to the estimations) are predicted first. The underlying
assumption is that those labels are more likely to be correctly predicted, thus
lowering the risk of errors cascading along the chain [55].

Positive influence on classification performance is reported for all of the meth-
ods [20, 26, 27, 38, 54, 55]. In most cases, the same is concluded about the label
ordering aspect in isolation. The notable exception is the clustering approach [54,
55]. There, other changes are introduced simultaneously without any attempts to
isolate their respective effects. As such, the label ordering approach’s success can-
not be reliably determined as the positive results may stem from other aspects
of the method. This is especially unfortunate as it takes a radically different
approach to the problem than the other methods.

None of the discussed methods use measures akin to those developed in this
study to order the chains. The most similar ones are the kernel target alignment
and the k-means clustering, as those do not directly involve classification models
in their evaluations. Other than that, they have little in common.

In summary, the discussed methods for ordering fully connected chains un-
derline the value of explicit label ordering. At the same time, they also indicate
that scalability may be problematic if the order is determined by evaluating the
many candidate chains. Doing so may also not guarantee the best results, though
a comparison has only been presented for one of the algorithms [26, 27].

2.2 Alternative Network Structures
In addition to the Classifier Chain extensions, previous literature has also pro-
posed related algorithms with modified network structures. The chain structure
is then replaced by a directed acyclic graph or tree structure. While this study
focuses on the Classifier Chain, the approaches used to model label dependence
in the related algorithms are still interesting.

One of the related algorithms is the Bayesian Classifier Chain [56]. It explores
a different way to model label dependence, revolving around Bayesian Networks.
A Bayesian Network is created to model the labels’ dependencies based on condi-
tional probabilities. A tree-like structure of binary classifiers is then constructed
based on the network. A few other approaches for modeling label dependence as
Bayesian networks [19, 58] have in turn been used to create alternative versions
of the Bayesian Classifier Chain [42].

Bayesian networks are also utilized in [35] and [28]. In [35], the network is
created in a simpler way using only fully deterministic relationships, i.e. cases
where some labels either always or never co-exist. In [28], a Bayesian network
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inference algorithm is adapted to maximize the conditional entropy metric instead
of the conditional probability.

Previous work also propose some alternative structures without using Bayesian
networks. In [21], the genetic algorithm approach from [20] is extended to also
consider partially connected chains. In such partial chains, some labels are dis-
connected from each other or from the network as a whole. In [4], a graph is
constructed based on the mutual information metric and a maximum spanning
tree is constructed from the graph. The network is constructed based on the tree,
where each classifier’s feature space is augmented with the labels predicted by all
of its ancestors in the tree.

Finally, there is the Classifier Trellis algorithm [42]. The Classifier Trellis
differs from all previously mentioned algorithms in this section as it does not
attempt to find a structure. Rather, it uses a fixed structure and attempts to
place the labels optimally within this structure. It evaluates a label’s suitability
for a particular position using the mutual information metric between it and the
potential parents.

Overall, a preference for Bayesian networks as a way of modeling label depen-
dence is seen in the related literature, with most of the aforementioned studies
taking this approach [19, 35, 56, 58]. The Bayesian network is a well-known way
to model dependencies in Bayesian statistics, making this focus understandable.
However, finding the graph structures can be expensive, especially for a high
number of variables (such as for datasets with a large numbers of labels) [42].
In fact, when some of these methods were compared to other alternatives, it was
concluded that the offered performance did not necessarily warrant the high com-
putational complexity [42]. The more complex methods did not guarantee better
classification performance than some computationally simpler methods [42].

Of great importance to this study is also the fact that such network struc-
tures are not applicable to the original Classifier Chain algorithm – hence why
they have been evaluated only on the related Bayesian Classifier Chain. The
original Classifier Chain algorithm imposes a fixed network structure and so the
structure does not need to be found. Replacing the Classifier Chain algorithm’s
network structure with that found through the construction of a Bayesian net-
work essentially turns it into the Bayesian Classifier Chain algorithm. The fact
that the network structure is fixed by the Classifier Chain algorithm reduces the
problem to that of finding the most suitable fit (i.e. the best chain order). This
is equally true for the Classifier Trellis algorithm, where a similar insight played
an integral part in the algorithm’s design [42].

In relation to the Classifier Chain algorithm, the Classifier Trellis is the most
similar as both use fixed structures. The Classifier Trellis successfully applied the
pairwise mutual information metric to order its labels [42], suggesting that the
same could possibly work well for label ordering in the Classifier Chain.

Despite the differences in network structure, some similarities exist between
the reviewed methods and those proposed in this study. Generally, the reviewed
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algorithms make use of various metrics to find the optimal network structure or
label ordering. This is similar to the metrics-based approach taken in this study.
It contrasts with the methods presented in section 2.1, where the most common
approach was to evaluate a multitude of candidate classifiers. Specifically, some of
the methods make use of conditional entropy [28] and mutual information [4, 42].
Both metrics are commonly applied in filter model feature selection techniques.
Furthermore, the Bayesian networks are based on conditional probability, which
is also at the foundation of many filter model feature selection techniques.



Chapter 3
Preliminaries

This study is performed within the area of multi-label classification. Primarily,
it revolves around the concept of label dependence and the Classifier Chain algo-
rithm. Additionally, it involves methods for filter model feature selection. These
areas are described and defined in the following sections.

3.1 Multi-label Classification
Multi-label classification is a type of classification where the output is a set of
labels [49]. This contrasts with the more common cases of binary or multi-class
classification, where the output is either a single binary or nominal value.

This type of learning task was originally popularized for text categorization,
but has since been utilized in many other fields for things such as medical di-
agnosis, protein function classification, music categorization and image recogni-
tion [49]. It is applicable whenever an instance can belong to more than one
category or be assigned multiple characteristics. A few examples of such situa-
tions are shown in fig. 3.1.

In multi-label classification, as in binary and multi-class classification, each
instance is associated with a feature vector. The feature vector contains all the in-
put values representing that instance. Based on the feature vector, a constructed
model is tasked with determining the classification of the instance. Contrary to
binary and multi-class classification, the instances in multi-label classification are
to be associated with a set of labels.

The formal definition and the used notation varies throughout the multi-label
literature [41, 42, 49]. The following definition and notation will be used through-
out this report: A multi-label classification task consists of a feature space X and
a set of L possible labels L = {y1, y2, ..., yL}. Each label y is a binary variable
such that y ∈ {0, 1}. Each instance consists of a feature vector x ∈ X and is
associated with a set of labels y ⊆ L. A classifier H : X → L is learned from
the set of D training instances D = {(x1,y1), (x2,y2), ..., (xD,yD)}. The trained
classifier can then induce a predicted label set ŷ from the feature vector x of a
previously unseen instance; ŷ = H(x).

8
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Figure 3.1: Examples of day-to-day multi-label situations: a programming ques-
tion involving multiple topics (top), music spanning multiple genres (bottom) and
a video game possessing multiple characteristics (right).
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Many different techniques exist for dealing with multi-label classification.
In addition to algorithms created specifically for multi-label classification (e.g.
AdaBoost.MH [43] and LIFT [57]), problem transformation methods (e.g. Bi-
nary Relevance [3] and Label Powerset [51]) exist to transform the problem into
binary or multi-class classification tasks.

The most commonly used problem transformation method is Binary Rele-
vance [51]. In Binary Relevance, the multi-label task is divided into one binary
classification task for each label. Each binary classifier predicts the existence of
a single label. These individual predictions are then combined to form the set
of predicted labels. This technique has been widely applied but has often been
criticized for its inability to consider label dependence [32, 41], giving rise to other
methods such as Classifier Chains.

3.1.1 Label Dependence

Label dependence (sometimes called label correlation) is a natural part of many
multi-label classification tasks. For example, in a text categorization task, it
is plausible that the label Religion would perhaps often co-exist with the label
History, while also implying the absence of the Engineering label. Consequen-
tially, the consideration of such dependencies is generally seen as important for
achieving good classification performance [8, 34, 40].

Label dependence can be divided into two categories; marginal label depen-
dence and conditional label dependence [8]. Marginal label dependence models
the label dependence with regards to the specific instances [8]. It can be measured
as the labels’ co-occurrence frequency [42]. Conditional label dependence, on the
other hand, models the global dependence between labels and is independent of
any particular instance [8]. It is more complex to measure, as the entire feature
space must be taken into account [42].

3.1.2 Performance Measures

A multitude of classification performance measures have been proposed in multi-
label literature. Some of the commonly used ones are accuracy, 0/1 subset accu-
racy and Hamming loss.

Accuracy

Accuracy measures the average ratio of correctly classified labels to the total
number of labels in the predicted and the true label sets [18]. The accuracy score
is the averaged score across all test instances. It takes a value in the range of zero
to one (inclusive), with an optimal value of one.
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The accuracy is defined as

1

N

N∑
i=1

|yi ∩ ŷi|
|yi ∪ ŷi|

,

where N is the number of instances in the test set, yi is the true label set and ŷi
is the predicted label set for the ith instance.

The multi-label accuracy measure is not to be confused with accuracy as used
in the context of binary or multi-class classification.

0/1 Subset Accuracy

0/1 subset accuracy measures the fraction of instances whose labels are perfectly
predicted [17, 60]. It takes a value in the range of zero to one (inclusive), with
an optimal value of one.

The measure is very strict as it does not distinguish between partially correct
and completely incorrect predictions [17]. An instance is given a score of one if
all labels are correctly predicted, or zero otherwise. The final score is the average
across all instances.

0/1 subset accuracy is defined as

1

N

N∑
i=1

Jŷi = yiK,

where N is the number of instances in the test set and Jŷi = yiK evaluates to one
if the two sets are equal, or to zero if they are not.

0/1 subset accuracy is sometimes referred to as classification accuracy or exact
match ratio [17, 60]. It is also the complement of the 0/1 loss measure, which
measures the fraction of instances whose labels are not perfectly predicted.

Hamming Loss

Hamming loss measures the average fraction of misclassified labels across all test
instances [17, 44]. It takes a value in the range of zero to one (inclusive), with an
optimal value of zero.

A partially correct labeling of an instance is awarded with a score proportional
to the ratio of correctly classified labels. It can be interpreted as the average error
rate on L separate binary classification tasks, one for each label [44].

Hamming loss is calculated as

1

N

N∑
i=1

|ŷi4yi|
L

,

where N is the number of instances in the test set, L is the number of labels, and
ŷ4y represents the disjunctive union of the two label sets, i.e. the labels found
in one of the sets but not in both.
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Figure 3.2: A Classifier Chain with the default label order {y1 → y2 → y3 → y4}
for a dataset with four labels (L = 4).

x

h1 h2 h3 h4

ŷ1 ŷ2 ŷ3 ŷ4

3.2 Classifier Chain
Classifier Chain is a problem transformation method which builds on Binary
Relevance and considers label dependence [40, 41].

A Classifier Chain is constructed by dividing the multi-label classification
task into multiple binary classification tasks, one for each label, as in Binary
Relevance. However, the feature space of each binary classifier is also extended
with the labels predicted by the classifiers prior to itself in the chain. This lets the
classifiers consider previous labels as features, thus allowing label dependencies
to influence both training and testing.

Figure 3.2 shows an example of a Classifier Chain for a dataset with four
labels (L = 4). The first chain node h1 (consisting of a binary classifier) outputs
the first label prediction ŷ1 based on feature vector x. Each subsequent node hi
uses x and all prior labels ŷ1, . . . , ŷi−1 to make its prediction. For example, the
second node h2 uses x and ŷ1 to predict ŷ2, while the last node h4 uses x, ŷ1, ŷ2
and ŷ3 to predict ŷ4.

Classifier Chains inherently model the conditional label dependence [8]. This
is an effect of training the binary classifiers on feature spaces augmented with a
subset of the labels. The labels are mixed in with the features, meaning both
features and labels are taken into account when finding dependencies during the
learning phase.
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3.2.1 Training and Prediction

The Classifier Chain’s training procedure is presented in algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 The Classifier Chain training procedure. Adapted from [41].
Input:
D: a set of training instances.
L: a set of all L possible labels.

1: h← 〈h1, h2, ..., hL〉 . The chain nodes
2: for hi in h do
3: D′i ← ∅
4: for (x,y) in D do
5: x′ ← x⊕ 〈y1, ..., yi−1〉
6: D′i ← D′i ∪ {(x′, yi)}
7: end for
8: hi ← TrainBinaryClassifier(D′i) . hi : D′i → {0, 1}
9: end for

10: return h

Training a Classifier Chain comprises the training of L binary classifiers. Ini-
tially, a vector of binary classifiers h1, . . . , hL is created. These are the chain’s
nodes. Each classifier hi predicts the presence of one label from the label set L.

For each node, a new set of training instances D′i is constructed from the
original training instances in D. One new training instance is created from each
instance in the original training set. Its feature vector x′ is created by concate-
nating the original feature vector x and the labels y1, . . . , yi−1 belonging to the
prior nodes. Finally, the node hi is trained to predict the presence of label yi
based on the instances in D′i.

After training, the Classifier Chain performs prediction according to algo-
rithm 2.

Algorithm 2 The Classifier Chain prediction procedure. Adapted from [41].
Input:

x: a feature vector.
h: the trained chain nodes.

1: ŷ← 〈ŷ1, ŷ2, ..., ŷL〉 . The predicted labels
2: for hi in h do
3: x′i ← x⊕ 〈ŷ1, ..., ŷi−1〉
4: ŷi ← hi(x

′
i)

5: end for
6: return ŷ

Similar to training, prediction is divided into one iteration per chain node. A
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new feature vector is constructed in a similar manner as during training. How-
ever, the true labels y are unknown at prediction time. Instead, the predictions
ŷ1, . . . , ŷi−1 made by the prior nodes are used when extending the feature vector.
The new feature vector x′i is then used by hi to make its prediction ŷi.

3.2.2 Chain Order

One factor influencing the performance of the Classifier Chain is the chain or-
der [40, 41]. The chain order concerns the order in which the various labels are
predicted. It thus also determines which labels are available as features when
predicting a subsequent label. The order must be established at training time.

The underlying theoretical concept, the product rule of probability, implies
that the order does not matter [33]. However, as the actual classifiers are but
approximations of the true probabilities, the order does in fact matter in prac-
tice [33, 46]. This follows from the fact that classifiers in different parts of the
chain operate on different feature spaces [8].

The original Classifier Chain algorithm does not attempt to optimize the
chain’s order. Typically, the label order in the dataset is kept unchanged. Alter-
natively, the labels may be (randomly) reorganized prior to training.

Figure 3.2 depicts an example of a Classifier Chain with the default label order
when L = 4. The labels are predicted in the likely arbitrary order in which they
were defined in the dataset, i.e. y1, y2, . . . , yL. For brevity, consider the notation
{y1 → y2 → y3 → y4} representative of the chain in the figure. Had the labels
been reordered, the internal chain structure would remain unchanged, but the
nodes would output different labels. For example, with the reversed chain order
{y4 → y3,→ y2 → y1}, h1 would predict y4 and only y4 would be available to
augment the feature space of h2 when predicting y3.

3.3 Feature Selection
Feature selection is the process of selecting a subset of the features in a dataset
prior to training. This procedure reduces both the training time and the risk of
overfitting [14].

The goal is to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space without discard-
ing valuable information. This is done by evaluating features (or feature subsets)
and discarding those of low value. Formally, it can be expressed as the con-
struction of a new feature space X ′ from the original feature space X such that
X ′ ⊆ X .

Feature selection techniques are usually divided into three categories: embed-
ded, filter, and wrapper model techniques [31]. Filter model feature selection
techniques encompass those that select features based on measures or metrics
(e.g. mutual information), while the other two types involve learning algorithms
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directly [31]. The filter model category is the most popular one in multi-label
literature [36, 47].

In the multi-label classification context, a different categorization is also used
to distinguish direct feature selection techniques from transformation-based tech-
niques [36]. This division mirrors that of the classifiers themselves; while some
techniques apply directly to the multi-label case, others are applied by trans-
forming the multi-label classification dataset to binary or multi-class classification
datasets.

One particularly popular transformation-based approach is that based on the
binary relevance transform [36]. The multi-label problem is divided into multiple
binary classification problems. A feature selection measure for binary classifica-
tion is then applied separately to each sub-problem. The results for each sub-
problem are then aggregated to create the final result, typically by averaging or
maximization [36].

3.3.1 Feature Evaluation

To select a good set of features, the features must be evaluated in some way. The
way in which features are evaluated is typically the defining aspect of a feature
selection technique. Examples of commonly employed measures and methods are
mutual information, the χ2 statistic and ReliefF [36, 48].

Mutual Information

Mutual information measures the amount of information shared by two vari-
ables [11]. The mutual information I(X;Y ) of the two variables X and Y is
defined as

I(X;Y ) =
∑
x∈X

∑
y∈Y

p(x, y) log2

p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)

where p(x) and p(y) are the marginal probabilities and p(x, y) is the joint prob-
ability of X and Y taking the values x and y, respectively [5].

The measure stems from information theory and is derived from the widespread
entropy measure [5]. Entropy measures a variable’s level of uncertainty [45]. In
terms of entropy, mutual information can be expressed as

I(X;Y ) = H(X)−H(X|Y )

where H(X) is the entropy of X and H(X|Y ) is the entropy of X given the value
of Y [5]. It can thus also be interpreted as measuring the decrease in a variable’s
uncertainty given the value of another [5].

Mutual information is also known as information gain within the context of
machine learning [59].
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Chi-Square Statistic

The χ2 (chi-square) statistic measures the dependence between two variables. It
is comparable to the χ2 distribution with one degree of freedom [53].

The χ2 statistic of two binary variables x and y is defined as

χ2(x, y) = D

(
p(x, y)p(¬x,¬y)− p(x,¬y)p(¬x, y)

)2
p(x)p(y)p(¬x)p(¬y)

where p(·) is the marginal probability, p(·, ·) is the joint probability, D is the num-
ber of instances and ¬x and ¬y denotes the absence of x and y, respectively [59].

ReliefF

ReliefF estimates the relevance of a feature based on its ability to differentiate
the classes of similar instances. A random sample of instances is made and each
instance’s feature values are compared to those of its nearest neighbors from each
class [25].

The ReliefF weight W of a feature x is calculated as

W (x) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(
− |xri − xhi|+

∑
c6=yri

p(c)|xri − xmi(c)|
)

where N is the number of sample instances, xn is instance n’s values of x, ri is
the ith sample instance, hi is its nearest neighbor of the same class, mi(c) is its
nearest neighbor of class c and p(c) is the marginal probability of class c.
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Proposed Approach

The proposed approach revolves around the use of various dependency measures
to determine the Classifier Chain’s internal order. The measures are adapted from
filter model feature selection techniques to instead evaluate label dependence.

The motivation behind focusing on adapting feature selection techniques is,
firstly, the likeness to the approach used in [42] and the metrics used in [4, 28].
Secondly, it is motivated by the belief that such techniques would offer advanta-
geous scalability and computational complexity. Scalability to high-dimensional
data is a highly desired property of feature selection techniques, as the need for
feature selection is often greater in such cases. Meanwhile, the number of labels
is typically lower than the number of features in a multi-label dataset. Thus, the
assumption is that concepts from feature selection has the potential to also be
applied to labels at a relatively low computational cost.

4.1 Considerations
Adaptation of feature selection techniques to chain ordering requires the gap
between the two problems to be bridged. The fundamental difference is the
change in evaluation subject. In feature selection, features are evaluated based
on their influence on labels. In the chain ordering case, we instead evaluate labels
based on their influence on other labels.

To avoid terminological confusion, let inputs denote the evaluation subjects,
e.g. the features in feature selection. Similarly, let outputs denote the values to
be predicted, e.g. the labels in feature selection.

The change in subject leads to two main aspects to address: Firstly, in feature
selection, a subset of the feature space is selected. Doing so entails a discarding
of inputs. In chain ordering, we cannot discard inputs as they are labels, all of
which shall be included in the chain. Secondly, during feature selection, the input
set changes in each step while the output set remains constant. The input set
and the output set are also fundamentally distinct, belonging to the feature space
and the label space, respectively. In chain ordering, the input set and output set
constitute a partition of the label set. Each step moves one label from the output
set to the input set. Both sets are thus variable.

17
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The first of these aspects means that we are no longer interested in finding a
subset. Rather, we are focused only on the order in which the inputs are selected.
This limits us to feature selection techniques capable of ranking inputs individ-
ually rather than in groups or entire subsets. This is of little concern as feature
selection algorithms commonly operate on individual features. The second aspect
means we cannot rank all inputs at once. Instead, the process can be thought of
as iteratively selecting the single best input from several different datasets. This
reformulation imposes no further limitations on the feature selection algorithms
considered for adaptation. However, it may be a detriment to the scalability
unless changes to the dataset are handled efficiently.

Finally, there is the separate issue of the direction in which labels are evalu-
ated. On the one hand, a candidate label could be selected based on how well it
predicts subsequent labels. On the other hand, it could instead be selected based
on how well it can be predicted by the previous labels. This dualism has been
briefly mentioned, but not directly addressed, in previous literature [26, 27].

4.2 Proposed Algorithms
Two separate, albeit similar, algorithms are proposed. Both algorithms share the
same general outline but evaluate labels in opposite directions.

A transformation is applied to the dataset to turn the label dependence eval-
uation problem into a collection of feature evaluation problems. The transformed
datasets can be used in conjunction with regular feature selection techniques for
binary classification to evaluate label dependencies. A chain order is then selected
based on the evaluation results, by iteratively choosing the label which is deemed
best with regards to the results. The selected chain order is then passed as a
parameter to the Classifier Chain prior to training. Consequently, the classifier
is constructed in an order believed to better exploit the dependencies between
labels.

The proposed algorithms can be outlined in the following steps:

1. A label evaluation dataset is created from the regular multi-label dataset.
The feature vector of every instance is discarded and replaced by a copy of
the label vector. That is, the dataset D = {(x,y)}D is transformed into a
new dataset D′ = {(y,y)}D.

2. A binary relevance transform is applied to the label evaluation dataset. L
binary classification datasets are created, each with a single binary output.

3. Every feature in every binary classification dataset is evaluated, except for
the combinations where both the feature and the class refer to the same
label. Evaluation is performed using a regular feature evaluation function,
as normally used for feature selection. The evaluation function maps a
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feature to a real number expressing its level of influence over the class,
based on the information contained in the dataset.

4. The labels are iteratively chosen. At each step, the candidate label with
the best score is selected. This repeats until all labels have been chosen.
The score is an aggregate of the scores received during the evaluation. The
way in which the scores are aggregated differs between the two proposed
algorithms.

The binary transform allows every label-label pair to be evaluated separately.
This alleviates the complications of having a variable label set. Changes to the
label set can instead be accounted for by altering which values are included in
the aggregated score.

The feature evaluation function can be any function capable of evaluating a
single feature’s influence over a single label in a given dataset. However, the
prime examples of such functions are those used for filter model feature selection
in binary classification, e.g. those described in section 3.3.1.

This approach’s primary strength is that the feature evaluation algorithms re-
main unchanged. No specialized adaptation of individual measures or algorithms
is required. It is also highly practical as existing implementations of feature
evaluators can be used without modification.

The transformation technique estimates the marginal label dependence as it
does not consider the features’ impact on the labels.

4.2.1 Forward-Oriented Chain Selection

The first algorithm selects labels based on how well they predict subsequent labels.
Based on this property of looking forward at the remaining labels, it will be
referred to as Forward-Oriented Chain Selection, or FOCS for short. It is defined
in algorithm 3.

FOCS evaluates a label (an input) based on its ability to predict future labels
(outputs). It does so while ignoring the influence of previously selected labels
(other inputs). This is akin to how most multi-label filter model feature selection
algorithms work [30]. A candidate label’s value is the sum of its influence over
all other remaining labels.

In comparison to techniques from related work, FOCS has most in common
with the techniques employed in the Beam Search PCC [26, 27] and the Classi-
fier Trellis [42]. FOCS can be framed as performing a greedy search across the
same search tree as the Beam Search PCC, albeit with a different type of evalua-
tion function. The Classifier Trellis uses a more similar evaluation function, but
it constructs a different network structure and operates in a backward-oriented
manner. That is, it evaluates the previous labels’ influence on the candidate label
instead.
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Algorithm 3 Forward-Oriented Chain Selection (FOCS)
Input:
D: a dataset of training instances.
M : a feature evaluation function.

1: D′ ← CreateLabelEvaluationDataset(D) . Replace features with labels
2: for all y ∈ L do
3: D′y ← BinaryRelevanceTransform(D′, y) . Make y the only output
4: for all c ∈ L do
5: if c 6= y then
6: Vc,y ←M(D′y, c) . Evaluate c’s ability to predict y
7: end if
8: end for
9: end for

10: f ← 〈 〉 . The vector of ordered labels
11: S ← L . The set of remaining labels
12: while S 6= ∅ do
13: for all c ∈ S do
14: S ′ ← S \ {c}
15: Vc ←

∑
y∈S′ Vc,y . c’s current total value

16: end for
17: cmax ← argmaxc∈S Vc . Select the best candidate
18: f ← f ⊕ 〈cmax〉
19: S ← S \ {cmax}
20: end while
21: return f
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4.2.2 Backward-Oriented Chain Selection

The second algorithm selects labels based on how well they are predicted by
previous labels. As this can be likened to looking backwards in the chain, it will
be referred to as Backward-Oriented Chain Selection, or BOCS. It is defined in
algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 Backward-Oriented Chain Selection (BOCS)
Input:
D: a dataset of training instances.
M : a feature evaluation function.

1: D′ ← CreateLabelEvaluationDataset(D) . Replace features with labels
2: for all y ∈ L do
3: D′y ← BinaryRelevanceTransform(D′, y) . Make y the only output
4: for all c ∈ L do
5: if c 6= y then
6: Vc,y ←M(D′y, c) . Evaluate c’s ability to predict y
7: end if
8: end for
9: end for

10: cfirst ← SelectRandom(L) . Randomly select the first label
11: f ← 〈cfirst〉 . The vector of ordered labels
12: S ← L \ {cfirst} . The set of remaining labels
13: while S 6= ∅ do
14: for all c ∈ S do
15: Vc ←

∑
y∈f Vy,c . c’s current total value

16: end for
17: cmax ← argmaxc∈S Vc . Select the best candidate
18: f ← f ⊕ 〈cmax〉
19: S ← S \ {cmax}
20: end while
21: return f

BOCS selects a label based on its predictability (i.e. as an output) given the
previously selected labels (inputs). A candidate label’s value is the sum of all
previously selected labels’ influence over it.

Taking this perspective causes uncertainty as to how the first label should be
chosen. Due to the absence of previously selected labels, all candidates appear
to be equally valid choices. In BOCS, this is solved by selecting the first label
at random. This solution is both intuitive and simple, and has previously been
successfully used for ordering Classifier Trellises [42].

In relation to previous work, BOCS more closely resembles the Classifier Trel-
lis’ ordering procedure [42] than a feature selection procedure. BOCS differs from
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the Classifier Trellis’ approach as it considers a fully connected chain structure
and is flexible with regards to the used evaluation measure.
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Method

An experiment was performed to evaluate the proposed approach’s effects on the
Classifier Chain. The chain selection method acted as the experiment’s inde-
pendent variable, with classification performance and execution time being the
dependent variables.

10-fold cross-validation was used across a collection of publicly available
benchmark datasets. Performance data was collected and averaged across the
ten runs. Classification performance was measured using three common perfor-
mance metrics for multi-label classification and the execution time was measured
during chain selection, training and testing. The results were analyzed for sta-
tistical significance using the non-parametric Friedman test [16] followed by the
Hochberg post hoc test [23]. The significance threshold was set at 0.05.

The experiment followed a typical approach to classifier evaluations. K-fold
cross-validation is commonly used to better utilize limited data and to limit the
impact of unbalanced sampling, with k = 10 being used due to convention [14].
Using the non-parametric Friedman test was recommended by Demšar [9] for com-
parisons involving multiple classifiers. It is also “widely-accepted as the favorable
statistical test” in the context of multi-label classification [57].

5.1 Classifiers
Seven different classifiers were evaluated in the experiment. All of the classi-
fiers were Classifier Chains. The chains were constructed using different chain
selection methods. Every chain used an identically configured Support Vector
Machine (SVM) as its base classifier.

The two proposed algorithms, FOCS and BOCS, were used with three different
feature evaluators each. The feature evaluators were based on mutual information,
the χ2 statistic and ReliefF, respectively (see section 3.3.1 for descriptions). The
seventh classifier was the control method: a Classifier Chain with the default
chain order. Table 5.1 gives an overview of the seven configurations.

Mutual information was chosen as the first feature evaluator primarily due to
its successful use in the Classifier Trellis algorithm [42]. χ2 was included partly
due to its popularity in multi-label literature [36] and partly due to its simplicity.

23
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Table 5.1: Overview of the evaluated chain selectors

Chain selector Feature evaluator

Control None None

FOCSMI FOCS Mutual information
FOCSχ2 FOCS χ2 statistic
FOCSRF FOCS ReliefF

BOCSMI BOCS Mutual information
BOCSχ2 BOCS χ2 statistic
BOCSRF BOCS ReliefF

Finally, ReliefF was similarly selected partly due to its popularity [36], but also
due to the measure’s dissimilarity to the other two.

The chain selection algorithms were implemented in Java using the Mulan [52]
and Weka [15] frameworks. The SVMs (Weka’s SMO) used the implementation’s
default configuration for all parameters. Similarly, ReliefF’s default configuration
was used for both FOCSRF and BOCSRF. No other configuration was required.

5.2 Datasets
Many datasets have been made public by the research community to support
classifier evaluations on realistic data from different fields. Ten such publicly
available datasets were used in the experiment. The datasets were selected to
represent a wide range of different multi-label classification tasks, spanning mul-
tiple domains and dataset sizes. Furthermore, the selection was guided by the
datasets’ prevalence in related literature, in an attempt to improve comparability
across studies.

An overview of the datasets is presented in table 5.2, with additional infor-
mation in table 5.3. Three multi-label dataset metrics are shown in table 5.3:
cardinality, the average number of labels per instance [49]; density, the cardinal-
ity divided by the number of labels [49]; and distinct label sets, the number of
unique label combinations observed in the dataset [58].

All datasets used in the experiment were acquired from the KDIS Research
Group’s collection1.

1http://www.uco.es/grupos/kdis/kdiswiki/index.php/Resources, 2017-02-09

http://www.uco.es/grupos/kdis/kdiswiki/index.php/Resources
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Table 5.2: Overview of the datasets

Dataset Domain Instances Features Labels Source

Bibtex Text 7395 1836 159 [24]
Birds Audio 645 260 19 [2]
Corel5k Images 5000 499 374 [12]
Emotions Music 593 72 6 [50]
Enron Text 1702 1001 53 [39]
Flags Images 194 19 7 [20]
Genbase Biology 662 1186 27 [10]
Medical Text 978 1449 45 [37]
Scene Image 2407 294 6 [1]
Yeast Biology 2417 103 14 [13]

Table 5.3: Additional dataset metrics

Dataset Cardinality Density Distinct label sets

Bibtex 2.402 0.015 2856
Birds 1.014 0.053 133
Corel5k 3.522 0.009 3175
Emotions 1.869 0.311 27
Enron 3.378 0.064 753
Flags 3.392 0.485 54
Genbase 1.252 0.046 32
Medical 1.245 0.028 94
Scene 1.074 0.179 15
Yeast 4.237 0.303 198
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5.3 Measurements
Classification performance was evaluated using three different measures: accu-
racy, 0/1 subset accuracy and Hamming loss. For a description of the measures,
see section 3.1.2. In addition to the performance measures, the number of true
and false positive and negative labels were recorded.

Execution time was measured in the highest resolution offered by the Java
Virtual Machine and rounded to millisecond precision. The execution was divided
into three stages for the purpose of runtime measurement. The first measurement
covered the chain selection stage, i.e. the preparatory step where FOCS or BOCS
is used. The second measurement covered the classifier training stage, and the
third covered the classifier testing stage.

Both performance and execution time was measured separately for each of the
ten folds of every dataset. The measurements were then combined across folds to
get the mean value and standard deviation for the dataset as a whole.
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Results

The experiment was performed and the measurements recorded. The results
are presented in terms of mean and standard deviation for each combination of
classifier and dataset. They are grouped by chain selection algorithm (FOCS or
BOCS) together with the corresponding values for the control method. Statistical
significance and effect sizes were also calculated and are presented in connection
to the results.

6.1 Classification Performance
The classification performance measurements are presented and analyzed sepa-
rately for each of the three measures. The results for FOCS are presented in
tables 6.1 to 6.3 and the corresponding information for BOCS is presented in
tables 6.4 to 6.6. All of the tables also include the corresponding results for the
control method.

A generally positive effect on performance was observed for FOCSMI, FOCSχ2

and FOCSRF on all three measures (statistically significant at p < 0.05). However,
the effect sizes varied noticeably between datasets. The positive effects were
particularly pronounced on the Emotions dataset and in terms of accuracy on the
Yeast dataset. Meanwhile, there was hardly any effect on the Genbase dataset,
where both FOCSMI and FOCSχ2 performed exactly equal to the control. On
average, the absolute effect sizes for the three versions of FOCS landed between
0.27 and 1.74 percentage points (see fig. 6.1 for details). The least amount of
improvement was seen for Hamming loss, where all versions of FOCS gave an
average improvement of less than 0.5 percentage points.

Similarly, a positive effect on performance was observed for BOCSMI, BOCSχ2

and BOCSRF, albeit only in terms of accuracy and 0/1 subset accuracy (p < 0.05).
No effect on Hamming loss could be seen with regards to the chosen significance
threshold. Variations in effect sizes were less pronounced for the three versions
of BOCS. However, the performance increase was still somewhat higher for the
Emotions dataset and barely noticeable for the Genbase dataset. The average
absolute effect sizes for the different BOCS versions were between 0.20 and 1.85
percentage points (see fig. 6.1).

27
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Table 6.1: Classification performance of FOCS measured in accuracy.

Dataset Control FOCSMI FOCSχ2 FOCSRF

Bibtex 0.3367± 0.0149 0.3385± 0.0131 0.3386± 0.0121 0.3386± 0.0130
Birds 0.6359± 0.0316 0.6432± 0.0347 0.6434± 0.0333 0.6367± 0.0319
Corel5k 0.0995± 0.0095 0.0971± 0.0060 0.1143± 0.0097 0.0942± 0.0093
Emotions 0.5308± 0.0405 0.5896± 0.0304 0.5914± 0.0495 0.5865± 0.0414
Enron 0.4088± 0.0311 0.4100± 0.0343 0.4098± 0.0368 0.4117± 0.0369
Flags 0.5812± 0.0711 0.6069± 0.0746 0.6129± 0.0776 0.5824± 0.0620
Genbase 0.9882± 0.0079 0.9882± 0.0079 0.9882± 0.0079 0.9897± 0.0052
Medical 0.7748± 0.0229 0.7780± 0.0249 0.7789± 0.0233 0.7789± 0.0269
Scene 0.6881± 0.0277 0.6912± 0.0227 0.6934± 0.0272 0.6966± 0.0296
Yeast 0.4899± 0.0260 0.5270± 0.0289 0.5303± 0.0289 0.5204± 0.0223

Table 6.2: Classification performance of FOCS measured in 0/1 subset accuracy.

Dataset Control FOCSMI FOCSχ2 FOCSRF

Bibtex 0.1593± 0.0169 0.1605± 0.0142 0.1583± 0.0124 0.1588± 0.0130
Birds 0.5333± 0.0326 0.5380± 0.0413 0.5396± 0.0392 0.5364± 0.0354
Corel5k 0.0158± 0.0057 0.0176± 0.0067 0.0168± 0.0064 0.0182± 0.0065
Emotions 0.2813± 0.0476 0.3557± 0.0400 0.3623± 0.0584 0.3420± 0.0608
Enron 0.1316± 0.0213 0.1298± 0.0266 0.1328± 0.0279 0.1328± 0.0308
Flags 0.1289± 0.1044 0.1861± 0.1144 0.1861± 0.1208 0.1495± 0.0872
Genbase 0.9773± 0.0101 0.9773± 0.0101 0.9773± 0.0101 0.9789± 0.0100
Medical 0.6912± 0.0371 0.6994± 0.0400 0.6984± 0.0377 0.6984± 0.0424
Scene 0.6493± 0.0276 0.6485± 0.0234 0.6518± 0.0260 0.6572± 0.0318
Yeast 0.1961± 0.0233 0.1982± 0.0234 0.2143± 0.0295 0.2040± 0.0158

Table 6.3: Classification performance of FOCS measured in Hamming loss.

Dataset Control FOCSMI FOCSχ2 FOCSRF

Bibtex 0.0157± 0.0005 0.0157± 0.0005 0.0155± 0.0005 0.0157± 0.0005
Birds 0.0441± 0.0045 0.0425± 0.0037 0.0425± 0.0040 0.0431± 0.0041
Corel5k 0.0132± 0.0002 0.0130± 0.0001 0.0130± 0.0002 0.0133± 0.0002
Emotions 0.2151± 0.0178 0.1998± 0.0211 0.2001± 0.0291 0.1968± 0.0266
Enron 0.0612± 0.0033 0.0608± 0.0036 0.0607± 0.0036 0.0606± 0.0036
Flags 0.2734± 0.0484 0.2527± 0.0531 0.2506± 0.0549 0.2720± 0.0360
Genbase 0.0008± 0.0004 0.0008± 0.0004 0.0008± 0.0004 0.0008± 0.0004
Medical 0.0099± 0.0014 0.0098± 0.0015 0.0097± 0.0014 0.0098± 0.0015
Scene 0.1060± 0.0091 0.1051± 0.0083 0.1039± 0.0094 0.1035± 0.0105
Yeast 0.2102± 0.0113 0.2050± 0.0129 0.2047± 0.0125 0.2072± 0.0114
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Table 6.4: Classification performance of BOCS measured in accuracy.

Dataset Control BOCSMI BOCSχ2 BOCSRF

Bibtex 0.3367± 0.0149 0.3389± 0.0124 0.3387± 0.0138 0.3385± 0.0146
Birds 0.6359± 0.0316 0.6335± 0.0267 0.6332± 0.0325 0.6388± 0.0270
Corel5k 0.0995± 0.0095 0.1031± 0.0082 0.1036± 0.0088 0.1349± 0.0110
Emotions 0.5308± 0.0405 0.5544± 0.0299 0.5438± 0.0387 0.5929± 0.0508
Enron 0.4088± 0.0311 0.4103± 0.0354 0.4162± 0.0334 0.4184± 0.0317
Flags 0.5812± 0.0711 0.6105± 0.0652 0.6122± 0.0653 0.6003± 0.0593
Genbase 0.9882± 0.0079 0.9897± 0.0052 0.9882± 0.0079 0.9882± 0.0079
Medical 0.7748± 0.0229 0.7806± 0.0227 0.7804± 0.0230 0.7857± 0.0280
Scene 0.6881± 0.0277 0.6971± 0.0264 0.6973± 0.0235 0.6903± 0.0249
Yeast 0.4899± 0.0260 0.5103± 0.0237 0.5104± 0.0248 0.5306± 0.0303

Table 6.5: Classification performance of BOCS measured in 0/1 subset accuracy.

Dataset Control BOCSMI BOCSχ2 BOCSRF

Bibtex 0.1593± 0.0169 0.1598± 0.0122 0.1601± 0.0148 0.1613± 0.0174
Birds 0.5333± 0.0326 0.5319± 0.0348 0.5319± 0.0403 0.5365± 0.0384
Corel5k 0.0158± 0.0057 0.0184± 0.0091 0.0184± 0.0074 0.0178± 0.0071
Emotions 0.2813± 0.0476 0.3135± 0.0504 0.3050± 0.0508 0.3539± 0.0605
Enron 0.1316± 0.0213 0.1333± 0.0254 0.1380± 0.0248 0.1369± 0.0227
Flags 0.1289± 0.1044 0.2126± 0.1022 0.2126± 0.1022 0.1763± 0.1059
Genbase 0.9773± 0.0101 0.9789± 0.0100 0.9773± 0.0101 0.9773± 0.0101
Medical 0.6912± 0.0371 0.7014± 0.0393 0.7014± 0.0393 0.7025± 0.0444
Scene 0.6493± 0.0276 0.6589± 0.0225 0.6601± 0.0219 0.6523± 0.0185
Yeast 0.1961± 0.0233 0.2044± 0.0210 0.2027± 0.0213 0.2218± 0.0305

Table 6.6: Classification performance of BOCS measured in Hamming loss.

Dataset Control BOCSMI BOCSχ2 BOCSRF

Bibtex 0.0157± 0.0005 0.0157± 0.0005 0.0156± 0.0005 0.0155± 0.0005
Birds 0.0441± 0.0045 0.0437± 0.0036 0.0432± 0.0036 0.0433± 0.0045
Corel5k 0.0132± 0.0002 0.0133± 0.0002 0.0134± 0.0003 0.0136± 0.0002
Emotions 0.2151± 0.0178 0.2161± 0.0180 0.2197± 0.0238 0.1911± 0.0286
Enron 0.0612± 0.0033 0.0607± 0.0035 0.0599± 0.0034 0.0600± 0.0028
Flags 0.2734± 0.0484 0.2556± 0.0515 0.2549± 0.0522 0.2618± 0.0448
Genbase 0.0008± 0.0004 0.0008± 0.0004 0.0008± 0.0004 0.0008± 0.0004
Medical 0.0099± 0.0014 0.0097± 0.0014 0.0097± 0.0015 0.0095± 0.0016
Scene 0.1060± 0.0091 0.1032± 0.0091 0.1034± 0.0078 0.1052± 0.0084
Yeast 0.2102± 0.0113 0.2102± 0.0103 0.2089± 0.0110 0.2089± 0.0144
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Figure 6.1: Average absolute effect sizes, in percentage points.
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Table 6.7: Confusion of labels during classification, averaged over all datasets.

True True False False
positive negative positive negative

Control 9.73 % 80.77 % 4.29 % 5.20 %
FOCSMI 10.37 % 80.58 % 4.49 % 4.57 %
FOCSχ2 10.37 % 80.62 % 4.45 % 4.57 %
FOCSRF 10.15 % 80.62 % 4.44 % 4.78 %
BOCSMI 10.18 % 80.53 % 4.53 % 4.75 %
BOCSχ2 10.13 % 80.58 % 4.49 % 4.80 %
BOCSRF 10.27 % 80.64 % 4.43 % 4.67 %

Finally, an increase in true positive label predictions was observed for all
variants of FOCS and BOCS (p < 0.05). No significant difference was seen in the
number of true negative predictions at the set significant threshold. Naturally,
the same applies to false negatives (significant) and false positives (insignificant).
For the sake of brevity, the average confusion over all datasets is presented in
table 6.7 in lieu of the full account.

The data does not support any conclusions regarding differences between the
various versions of FOCS and BOCS at the set significance threshold.

6.2 Execution Time
Execution time is presented separately for the three phases: chain order selection,
training and testing. The results are presented in tables 6.8 to 6.10 for FOCS
and in tables 6.11 to 6.13 for BOCS.

Neither training time nor testing time was affected by the chain selection
procedure (p < 0.05). Chain selection time, on the other hand, was clearly
affected as it was essentially non-existent for the control method. The only case
of a non-zero chain selection time for the control method was for the Flags dataset.
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Table 6.8: Execution time of FOCS measured during chain order selection.

Dataset Control FOCSMI FOCSχ2 FOCSRF

Bibtex 0.000± 0.000 3.797± 0.105 3.682± 0.071 738.076± 21.468
Birds 0.000± 0.000 0.014± 0.008 0.019± 0.010 1.620± 0.002
Corel5k 0.000± 0.000 8.021± 0.241 8.289± 0.128 34 712.447± 272.126
Emotions 0.000± 0.000 0.005± 0.001 0.004± 0.000 0.181± 0.000
Enron 0.000± 0.000 0.200± 0.036 0.183± 0.026 17.009± 0.081
Flags 0.005± 0.015 0.007± 0.003 0.005± 0.001 0.035± 0.011
Genbase 0.000± 0.000 0.019± 0.010 0.022± 0.016 3.180± 0.033
Medical 0.000± 0.000 0.063± 0.001 0.065± 0.004 2.273± 0.008
Scene 0.000± 0.000 0.006± 0.000 0.007± 0.000 2.569± 0.002
Yeast 0.000± 0.000 0.020± 0.001 0.024± 0.004 13.341± 0.028

Table 6.9: Execution time of FOCS measured during training.

Dataset Control FOCSMI FOCSχ2 FOCSRF

Bibtex 533.044± 6.995 538.803± 8.334 519.167± 22.177 531.833± 50.373
Birds 0.684± 0.038 0.641± 0.018 0.654± 0.019 0.658± 0.027
Corel5k 448.747± 7.468 454.389± 6.748 446.891± 7.832 723.823± 15.266
Emotions 0.128± 0.030 0.125± 0.038 0.120± 0.016 0.108± 0.007
Enron 37.603± 0.632 38.396± 0.787 38.104± 1.426 38.227± 1.179
Flags 0.096± 0.068 0.054± 0.008 0.053± 0.006 0.061± 0.017
Genbase 3.840± 0.111 3.715± 0.050 3.772± 0.042 3.724± 0.069
Medical 3.478± 0.074 3.500± 0.070 3.513± 0.034 3.535± 0.052
Scene 6.802± 0.358 5.875± 0.300 6.279± 0.249 5.990± 0.262
Yeast 7.015± 0.302 6.040± 0.345 5.988± 0.342 5.596± 0.234

Table 6.10: Execution time of FOCS measured during testing.

Dataset Control FOCSMI FOCSχ2 FOCSRF

Bibtex 16.892± 0.243 16.855± 0.234 16.532± 0.664 16.433± 0.386
Birds 0.008± 0.001 0.007± 0.000 0.007± 0.000 0.007± 0.001
Corel5k 5.235± 0.048 5.353± 0.069 5.271± 0.128 5.644± 0.150
Emotions 0.001± 0.000 0.001± 0.000 0.001± 0.000 0.001± 0.000
Enron 0.595± 0.024 0.616± 0.047 0.591± 0.026 0.619± 0.026
Flags 0.002± 0.002 0.001± 0.000 0.001± 0.000 0.001± 0.000
Genbase 0.116± 0.011 0.112± 0.006 0.110± 0.004 0.116± 0.020
Medical 0.387± 0.014 0.398± 0.032 0.391± 0.014 0.393± 0.016
Scene 0.010± 0.001 0.010± 0.001 0.010± 0.001 0.010± 0.001
Yeast 0.010± 0.001 0.010± 0.001 0.010± 0.001 0.010± 0.002
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Table 6.11: Execution time of BOCS measured during chain order selection.

Dataset Control BOCSMI BOCSχ2 BOCSRF

Bibtex 0.000± 0.000 4.829± 0.091 4.760± 0.097 578.059± 4.146
Birds 0.000± 0.000 0.012± 0.004 0.010± 0.001 1.694± 0.005
Corel5k 0.000± 0.000 8.781± 0.292 8.023± 0.134 28 166.410± 193.356
Emotions 0.000± 0.000 0.005± 0.001 0.005± 0.000 0.200± 0.000
Enron 0.000± 0.000 0.183± 0.002 0.187± 0.012 17.144± 0.071
Flags 0.005± 0.015 0.014± 0.010 0.017± 0.016 0.038± 0.010
Genbase 0.000± 0.000 0.026± 0.001 0.030± 0.006 3.721± 0.060
Medical 0.000± 0.000 0.094± 0.041 0.094± 0.028 2.217± 0.018
Scene 0.000± 0.000 0.009± 0.000 0.009± 0.000 2.991± 0.023
Yeast 0.000± 0.000 0.031± 0.004 0.031± 0.004 15.405± 0.316

Table 6.12: Execution time of BOCS measured during training.

Dataset Control BOCSMI BOCSχ2 BOCSRF

Bibtex 533.044± 6.995 557.585±26.168 514.067± 5.418 466.410± 4.309
Birds 0.684± 0.038 0.718± 0.034 0.693± 0.045 0.917± 0.047
Corel5k 448.747± 7.468 470.804±24.293 468.061± 6.087 587.266± 24.330
Emotions 0.128± 0.030 0.161± 0.065 0.139± 0.037 0.130± 0.007
Enron 37.603± 0.632 41.313± 1.516 38.474± 0.931 39.424± 1.982
Flags 0.096± 0.068 0.088± 0.057 0.086± 0.062 0.064± 0.011
Genbase 3.840± 0.111 6.533± 0.113 6.591± 0.219 6.648± 0.149
Medical 3.478± 0.074 3.675± 0.189 3.684± 0.124 3.541± 0.069
Scene 6.802± 0.358 6.499± 0.272 6.257± 0.256 5.983± 0.236
Yeast 7.015± 0.302 6.935± 0.345 6.640± 0.259 7.541± 0.852

Table 6.13: Execution time of BOCS measured during testing.

Dataset Control BOCSMI BOCSχ2 BOCSRF

Bibtex 16.892± 0.243 17.398± 0.973 16.713± 0.220 16.440± 0.307
Birds 0.008± 0.001 0.009± 0.002 0.008± 0.001 0.008± 0.000
Corel5k 5.235± 0.048 4.989± 0.363 4.641± 0.093 5.097± 0.409
Emotions 0.001± 0.000 0.002± 0.000 0.002± 0.000 0.001± 0.000
Enron 0.595± 0.024 0.580± 0.009 0.587± 0.015 0.600± 0.036
Flags 0.002± 0.002 0.002± 0.001 0.002± 0.002 0.000± 0.000
Genbase 0.116± 0.011 0.122± 0.011 0.122± 0.010 0.122± 0.006
Medical 0.387± 0.014 0.404± 0.030 0.388± 0.005 0.379± 0.005
Scene 0.010± 0.001 0.013± 0.004 0.011± 0.002 0.009± 0.000
Yeast 0.010± 0.001 0.010± 0.000 0.011± 0.002 0.010± 0.001
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A particularly notable aspect is the magnitude of the selection time measure-
ments for both ReliefF-based versions, FOCSRF and BOCSRF. Especially on the
largest dataset, Corel5k.

Effect sizes are omitted due to the nature of the data. It was deemed redun-
dant for the insignificant differences in training and testing times and superfluous
for the chain selection times (the absolute effect size is equal to the mean value
when the control group’s mean value is zero).



Chapter 7
Analysis and Discussion

The study’s results are analyzed and discussed in order to answer the posed
research questions.

The first and second research questions regard the method for algorithm adap-
tation and chain ordering. They are answered through the formulation of the
proposed approach in chapter 4. The proposed approach is founded upon the
adaptation of filter model feature selection techniques to evaluate label depen-
dencies, giving the answer to the first question. Two answers are given in response
to the second question: the forward-oriented and the backward-oriented chain or-
dering methods used in FOCS and BOCS, respectively.

The third and fourth research questions focus on the proposed approach’s
impact on the Classifier Chain. These questions will be answered by analyzing
the measurements acquired through the experiment.

7.1 Classification Performance
All versions of both FOCS and BOCS improved the classification performance.
However, the amount of improvement varied for the different measures.

Nearly all versions of FOCS and BOCS (BOCSRF being the exception) im-
proved the most in terms of 0/1 subset accuracy. The Classifier Chain is itself
focused on maximizing the 0/1 subset accuracy (or, equivalently, on minimizing
the 0/1 loss) [8]. Thus, improvement with regards to this measure is arguably of
particular importance. Improving the classifier’s primary strength increases its
usefulness for its most suitable applications. With 0/1 subset accuracy being the
most concerned with the multi-label problem as a whole, the improved results
also hint at the techniques’ success in exploiting label dependence.

At the same time, no version of BOCS showed any significant effect on Ham-
ming loss. Even for FOCS, where a significant positive effect was observed, the
effect was noticeably lower than for the other measures. The low impact on Ham-
ming loss mirrors the Classifier Chain’s own performance profile and is somewhat
unsurprising, since Hamming loss can be optimized by disregarding label depen-
dencies [41]. However, the contrast between the 0/1 subset accuracy and the

34
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Hamming loss scores seems to reveal an interesting aspect of both chain ordering
techniques, namely an increased propensity for error propagation.

The Classifier Chain’s exploitation of label dependence helps to correctly pre-
dict labels, as long as the previous labels in the chain were correctly predicted.
When a label is misclassified, however, the error may propagate throughout the
chain and cause additional mistakes [8, 41].

The positive effects of exploiting label dependence are amplified by the pro-
posed algorithms, as they select chain orders specifically to facilitate the labels’
influence on each other. Consequently, a Classifier Chain ordered using FOCS
or BOCS is able to better exploit the dependencies between labels to achieve
a higher number of perfectly predicted label sets (a higher score for 0/1 subset
accuracy). Intuitively, this ought to entail an improvement for other performance
measures such as Hamming loss, too, as it would mean a greater total number
of correctly predicted labels. The fact that the Hamming loss does not improve
as much may imply an amplification of the error propagation as well. That is,
the increase in perfectly predicted label sets is partially compensated for by an
increased number of erroneous predictions for instances where some label has
already been misclassified. Essentially, a Classifier Chain ordered by FOCS or
BOCS is better at making perfect classifications, but makes more mistakes on
partially correct classifications. Do keep in mind, though, that the Hamming loss
was not affected negatively by the use of either algorithm. The net result is still
positive (FOCS) or neutral (BOCS) in terms of Hamming loss.

Looking at the methods’ impact on true and false positive label predictions
reveals further information about their effects. All variants of both FOCS and
BOCS increased the number of true positive predictions. This means that the
ordered Classifier Chains are better at correctly assigning the expected labels to
instances. However, the number of false positives also appears to increase slightly,
albeit less than the true positives. In fact, this (possible) increase was too small
to be ruled statistically significant at p < 0.05. Nonetheless it is a potential
drawback and should perhaps not be entirely disregarded.

An increase in both true and false positives would match the previous discus-
sion on error propagation. By amplifying the exploitation of label dependence,
the classifier may perceive stronger evidence for the inclusion of certain labels.
Oftentimes this is desirable, as evident from the increase in true positives, while at
other times it is not. The classifier appears to be more confident when assigning
labels, possibly even at times when it ought not to be. Such an effect would be
consistent with the Classifier Chain’s eagerness to find label dependencies, even
when there are none [8].

Another, unrelated observation is the notable difference in effect sizes between
some of the datasets. The performance on the Genbase dataset was barely affected
by the change in chain order, while the performance on the Emotions dataset was
heavily affected. This is possibly just an effect of different datasets containing
various levels of label dependence. Although a purely speculative explanation,
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it appears consistent with results from related work, where the performance on
Genbase was completely unaffected by both the chain order and the consideration
of label dependence in general [20, 41].

Finally, there is the aspect of marginal versus conditional label dependence.
The dependency calculations in FOCS and BOCS estimate the marginal label
dependence. Meanwhile, the Classifier Chain inherently models conditional label
dependence [8]. It is unclear how, or if, this contrariety affects the performance.
However, the effect is speculated to be slight as the two types of dependence are
often (though not always) closely related. It has also been shown to have little
impact on the related Bayesian Classifier Chain [42], leading to the belief that
the same may be true for the regular Classifier Chain.

The effect sizes achieved by FOCS and BOCS appear roughly comparable to
those achieved by similar methods [20, 26, 38]. However, a rigorous comparison
is hindered by disparities between the various studies. In fact, only one of the
methods has even been evaluated on the original Classifier Chain algorithm [20].
In that case, the improvements are close enough to FOCS and BOCS to be deemed
statistically insignificant (Friedman test, significance threshold 0.05).

Generally, the results support the existing consensus that chain order matters.
Similar to previous studies, the classification performance was shown to improve
with a more meticulous approach to chain ordering. Furthermore, the proposed
method’s success supports the notion that measure-/metrics-based approaches is
a viable way to tackle the chain ordering problem.

7.2 Execution Time
The use of FOCS or BOCS did not significantly affect the training time nor the
testing time. This was expected and is entirely unsurprising, as neither algorithm
alters the Classifier Chain’s procedure for training or inference. Instead, the full
impact on execution time was contained in what was dubbed the chain order
selection phase.

Note that chain order selection is technically part of the training step, though
it is prepended to, and thus precedes, the regular training procedure. It is kept
separate here for the sole purpose of improved clarity, by isolating the proposed
approach’s impact. The time spent on chain selection should be added to the
training time if compared to other studies or classifiers where such a distinction
is not made.

The chain selection phase is essentially non-existent in the usual, implicitly
ordered Classifier Chain. In such a case, the order does not need to be calculated.
Instead, it is always as defined in the dataset, i.e. {y1 → y2 → · · · → yL}. It is
thus surprising that the control method measured a non-zero value for the Birds
dataset.

The generally low impact on execution time gives substance to the assumption
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Figure 7.1: Increases in execution time compared to the control method.
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that filter model feature selection techniques can be efficiently applied to the
chain ordering problem. The versions of both FOCS and BOCS which are based
on mutual information and the χ2 statistic showed similar execution times and
scaled very well with the dataset size. However, the two ReliefF-based versions
were considerably more costly in all observed cases and scaled markedly worse.

To put the cost in perspective, consider the time spent on chain order selection
in relation to the time it takes to train and test a single Classifier Chain (fig. 7.1).
On average, FOCSχ2 increased the execution time by only 1.7 %, FOCSMI by
1.8 %, BOCSMI by 2.6 % and BOCSχ2 by 2.9 %. BOCSRF, on the other hand,
increased the runtime by an average of 720 % and FOCSRF by 860 %. Considering
only the largest dataset, Corel5k, the mutual information- and χ2-based versions
all increased the runtime by only 1.8 % to 1.9 %. Meanwhile, the ReliefF-based
versions of FOCS and BOCS increased the runtime by approximately 7650 %
and 6200 %, respectively. The great difference in execution time accentuates the
feature evaluator’s influence over FOCS and BOCS, even though no significant
difference in classification performance was observed for the different evaluators.

The high computational cost of the ReliefF-based versions compared to the
others effectively rules out FOCSRF and BOCSRF as viable alternatives, at least
for large datasets. As the high cost stems from ReliefF rather than from FOCS
or BOCS themselves, a deeper discussion of it is beyond the scope of this study.
However, it should be noted that the computational cost of ReliefF is greatly
affected by its parameters, including both the number of sampled instances and
the number of sampled neighbors per instance. It is thus plausible that some other
configuration would have provided more favorable execution times. Verifying this
similarly falls outside of the study’s scope.

Compared to other chain selection techniques, FOCSMI, FOCSχ2 , BOCSMI

and BOCSχ2 are all very competitive in terms of computational cost. In fact,
even FOCSRF and BOCSRF are moderately cheap compared to some of the pre-
existing alternatives. While the former four add a few percent to the execution
time, other methods typically cause multiplicative increases as a consequence of
trying out a large number of chains. Reports on actual execution times are unfor-
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tunately scarce in the related literature, prohibiting a direct comparison to most
alternatives. The only available example is for the Monte Carlo approach, which
adds between 4500 % and 41 000 % to the training time [38]. However, both the
genetic algorithm approach [20] and one of the beam search-based techniques [26]
evaluate large numbers of chains, reasonably leading to a manifold increase in
execution time as well. Meanwhile, the mutual information- and χ2-based ver-
sions of FOCS and BOCS are far cheaper than the evaluation of even a single
additional chain.

The low computational cost is a compelling argument in favor of metrics-based
approaches to chain ordering. It demonstrates their main advantage over direct
evaluation of multiple chains. Previous studies have discussed similar advantages
in the context of related algorithms [27, 42]. The results for FOCS and BOCS
thus adds evidence in support of this idea, while simultaneously showing that
the same is true for the Classifier Chain algorithm. With these results and the
previous studies’ observations in mind, it may be more worthwhile to focus future
efforts on techniques that do not rely on trying out numerous chains.

7.3 Validity Threats and Limitations
Most threats to the study’s validity were offset by careful consideration for the
experiment’s design and the statistical verification of the results. Nonetheless,
not all validity threats could be completely eliminated.

A remaining threat to the internal validity regards the accuracy of the ex-
ecution time measurements. The experiment ran on a shared system alongside
other applications, meaning that variations caused by resource contention and
job scheduling are likely to have influenced the results. All time measurements
were averaged across ten runs specifically in an attempt to reduce the impact
of such sporadic events. Furthermore, the experiment was implemented in Java
and is thus subject to Java’s JIT compilation and optimization. This may also
have affected the execution times. One instance of such interference is believed
to have caused the abnormality in the control method’s chain selection time on
the Flags dataset. The first such test (out of ten) occurs at the very beginning
of the experiment and takes markedly longer than the others.

As for the external validity, the dataset selection holds another potential
threat. The datasets were chosen to make up a varied and representative col-
lection. However, the selection may be biased in terms of some unconsidered
aspect, which could then have impacted the results.

On a separate note, the study is limited by its inability to draw any con-
clusions regarding the relative performances of the proposed algorithms. The
results supported conclusions regarding both algorithms’ superiority to the con-
trol method. However, the results were inconclusive regarding any differences
between FOCSMI, FOCSχ2 , FOCSRF, BOCSMI, BOCSχ2 and BOCSRF, It seems
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intuitively unlikely that all six variants are equally well-performing. Differences
in ranks and effect sizes appear to suggest that there is some difference, as well.
Nonetheless, the differences are too small to allow for any such conclusions with-
out a high risk of type I or family-wise errors. A larger number of samples (i.e.
additional datasets) could possibly have allowed for such comparisons.

Another limitation is the lack of rigorous comparison to other methods from
related literature. This is caused by two separate issues. Firstly, the body of
previously published work does not contain the necessary information to directly
compare results across those studies. The diversity in used datasets, measures
and classifiers means there is very little common ground between the experiments.
Secondly, a shortage of available implementations hinders the use of the pre-
existing methods. As a consequence, they could not be included in the performed
experiment, either. Creating and verifying new implementations of the other
methods would require a great deal of additional work and was not feasible within
the confines of this study.



Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work

This study proposes a novel approach to estimate label dependencies in multi-
label data. The label dependence evaluation problem is transformed into multiple
feature evaluation problems. Off-the-shelf feature evaluators are then used to
estimate the label dependence. Two algorithms based on this approach, FOCS
and BOCS, were also proposed to exploit such knowledge when constructing
Classifier Chains.

An experiment was performed to assess the proposed approach. The proposed
algorithms were evaluated with three different feature evaluators. The results
were compared to the typical case of an implicitly ordered Classifier Chain.

Improvements were observed in terms of accuracy and 0/1 subset accuracy
for both algorithms. FOCS additionally showed significant improvement in terms
of Hamming loss, while BOCS did not. Execution time measurements showed
an increased computational cost of only a few percent in most cases. The pro-
posed approach was thus shown to be an improvement over the typical approach
to Classifier Chain construction. Additionally, the performance improvements
appeared similar in magnitude to those reported for comparable techniques in
related work, but at a highly competitive computational cost.

The results substantiate the presupposition that filter model feature selection
techniques can be applied to Classifier Chain ordering. They furthermore demon-
strate the viability of the approach and establish both FOCS and BOCS as strong
alternatives worthy of further consideration.

The novel algorithms for Classifier Chain ordering is the primary contribution
of this study. By improving the classifier’s performance at a low cost, the pro-
posed techniques are potentially useful to anyone working with Classifier Chains.
Simultaneously, the study details a new and cost-effective way to evaluate label
dependence in multi-label data. This technique has other potential applications
within multi-label classification. It may thus be of interest in itself to researchers
developing other types of classifiers for multi-label classification.

In future work, a comparison of different versions of FOCS and BOCS should
be performed. Knowing more about their relative performance and the effects of
different feature evaluators would be useful for future applications. Similarly, a re-
evaluation of existing chain ordering techniques under equal conditions would also

40
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be highly beneficial to future research and would fill a gap in current literature.
Existing evaluations have all been performed in very different settings, hindering
fair comparison.

Another interesting line of research would be to apply the proposed approach
to build other types of classifier structures, e.g. partially connected chains or
Classifier Trellises. Finally, a last suggestion would be to extend the proposed
evaluation technique to estimate conditional label dependence and to investigate
how that affects the performance and cost.
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Appendix A
Replication Data

Replication data for the experiment is available in [22]. The archive contains the
necessary files to replicate the experiment, including:

• Implementations of the Forward-Oriented Chain Selection (FOCS) and
Backward-Oriented Chain Selection (BOCS) algorithms.

• The code used to perform the experiment.

• All of the datasets used in the experiment.

• The required software libraries.

[22] Robin Gustafsson. Replication Data for: Ordering Classifier Chains using
filter model feature selection techniques. 2017. doi: 10.7910/DVN/BA57IF.
url: http://dx.doi.org/10.7910/DVN/BA57IF.
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